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WHILE YOUR STORE 
IS CLOSED

WE’LL SECURE
YOUR TV SETS

WITH FOG

A few of our end-users in electronics stores.
Read more and watch the videos on protectglobal.com.

FINALLY SOMETHING 
THAT STOPS BURGLARS
IN THEIR TRACKS

“In the fog, we can’t even see our hands in front of our fac-
es,” explains Frank Slåtsveen from Sony Center in Oslo, which 
once suffered six break-ins in one year. After installing fog 
protection, the store has only had one attempted burglary in 
three years! Expert’s Security Manager in Norway, Georg Ve-
deler, says: “Since we had the Fog Cannons fi tted, there have 
only been three attempted burglaries, which naturally back-
fi red. “If we hadn’t installed fog protection, we wouldn’t 
have been able to get insurance,” he adds.

At both Sony Center in Denmark and Expert in Austria, the 
customer stipulates that the Fog Cannons must be concealed 
in the stylish store interiors. “Mechanical protection in the 
shop windows is not an option, so we chose fog protection,” 
says Karl Neumann from Expert in Gmunden, Austria.

”

Licensed PROTECT Fog Cannon installer:

EUROPEAN QUALITY
– DANISH DESIGN

PROTECT is the bestselling fog security system and is the 
world market leader in the security fog industry.

Our development and technical support is carried out in-house 
by experts in security fog protection and electronics – local 
and global.

We sell our highly innovative products through dedicated 
distributors and alarm installers in more than 50 countries.

PROTECT A/S
Hasselager Centervej 5 · DK-8260 Viby J · Tel.: (+45) 86 72 18 81

info@protectglobal.com · protectglobal.com

Watch our company video on protectglobal.com and learn 
about PROTECT and fog security protection.



PROTECT security fog is white, dense and dry and for
increased disorientation, you can add a strobe light and a
siren.

STOP BURGLARS
IN SECONDS!
– Suitable for electronics stores

ALARM IS ACTIVATED

SECURED IN SECONDS
PROTECT also secure the warehouses of the electronic stores. 
This CCTV video shows how the burglar is denied access to a 
warehouse protected with security fog. Watch this and other 
videos on protectglobal.com.

▲▲

THE PERFECT PROTECTION
AFTER CLOSING TIME

Fog security means the immediate protection of
your valuables!

A PROTECT Fog Cannon will fi ll a room with a blanket of
dense security fog, rendering the intruder blind, it works on 
the principle that you cannot steal what you cannot see.

Break-in 20 sec. 10 - 45 min.

Keep the intruders out for up to one hour - ample time for 
police or security services to arrive.

BE SAFE – SLEEP WELL
WITH SECURITY FOG
Flat screens, laptop computers, tablets and games consoles 
are particularly popular loot. And repeated break-ins cause 
heavy extra costs, disappointed customers and extra work for 
staff.  So Sony Center, Hi-Fi Klubben, Expert and other lead-
ing retail chains have been forced to upgrade their security 
with fog protection. 

Some chains fi nd that fog protection is stipulated as an insu-
rance company requirement. Traditional alarms and shutters 
were not enough, so they decided to install Fog Cannons from 
PROTECT.

FOG CANNON
FOR YOUR SAFETY:
• Protection of fl at screens, computers, iPhones osv.

• No room is too small or too big

• Choose between more models

• Harmless fog and leaves no damage

• A modest investment and low operating costs

• Quick return on investment

• Up to 5 years warranty
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